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Welcome to another packed edition of the Smegazine. Here are just a
few fabulous things to look out for

JAKE BULLET
After his spectacularly well received text story debul back in issue 7. Jake Bullet makes
a welcome return in the first part of his ongoing strip.

MAKING MUSIC
Howard Goodalt spills the beans on the Red Dwarf theme tune and other musical
greats on and off the Hammond Organ.

RED DWARF USA
Our 4-part series concludes with an interview with the American producer and a comic
strip that tells the full and uncensored story.

There's loads more too, so make sure your nipple-nuts are good and greasy before

you read on. Rumour has it, there's even a brilliant book competition in this issue

somewhere - see if you can find it!

RILLIAIMT BOOK COMPETITION!

THE RED DWARF
OMNIBUS
by Grant Naylor

The full story - not only the two Red Dwarf novels ir

one mammoth volume, but also the original pitol script, plus Dave
Hollins, Space Cadet, and the absolutely genuine beer mat upon which was

~™
written the writers' first musings that led to the show. (Ahem.)
(Penguin Books - £7.99)

THE OFFICIAL RED DWARF COMPANION
by Bruce Dessau
The Red Dwarf phenomenon explored in detail, through 96 full colour pages. Episode
guides, behind-the-scenes information, features covering the on* and off-screen life of

the show - this book's got it all and even claims to be "tastier than a pot noodle"! (It is.)

(Titan Books - E6.99)

So what has this got to do with us? Well, Penguin and Titan have both given us 10
copies of their fabulous new books to give out to the most deserving Smegazine read-

ers in a Brilliant Book Competition (B.B.C. for short). So we actually have two competi-
tions and no doubt the greedy goits among you will want to enter both ol them - on one
postcard probably! Well, that's OK, but if you think we'll let you win both books...

TO ENTER:
1

.

To win a copy of Penguin's RED DWARF OMNIBUS, just answer the following

question:

"Dave Hollins, Space Cadet was the forerunner to Red Dwarf - on which radio show
(also written by Grant Naylor) did he appear on?"
2. To win a copy of Titan's OFFICIAL RED DWARF COMPANION, try this one:

"Who directed the very first series of Red Dwarf?"

Then write one or both of your answers on a postcard with your name, age and
address and send it to:

B.B.C.

Red Dwarf Smegazine
Fleetway Editions Ltd
25-31 Tavistock Place
London WC1H9SU

We also have ten promotional posters from Titan Books for ten runners-up, who'll just

have to go out and buy the books for themselves! The closing date is 31 st December
1992, so make sure your entry is posted off by then.

RULES
Employees and relatives thereof ol Fleetway Editions, Penguin Books and Titan Boohs may not enter (esper .al-

ly Jane's sister). The editor's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into (what a lough guy)

The closing date is 31st December 1992 and winners will be notified shortly after this dale (lucky smeggers) A
full list of prize winners will be published in a future issue of the Red Dwarf Smegazine (don't hold your breath)
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REDDWARF U!

AN INTERVIEW WITH PRODUCER
LINWOOD BOOMER By Joe Nazzaro

It seemed iike a good idea at

the time: take a British science
fiction series called Red Dwarf,

make a few minor changes in

it, and present the program to

a brand new audience in

America. Unfortunately, it isn't

that easy in Hollywood, where

decisions are made by commit-

tee, demographics are more im-

portant than dramatic content,

and creativity at! too often gives

way to compromise.

No one knows that better

than Linwood Boomer, the

writer/producer originally

responsible for bringing Red
Dwarf to the United States. His

idea for doing an updated ver-

sion of the series was thwarted

by problems with casting,

scheduling, and a network that

was never quite sure what it

wanted. Boomer ultimately left

the project, and while the actual

circumstances of his departure

are unknown, a representative

from his office said the parting

was "amicable".

In early 1992, just before the

rough cut of the pilot was
delivered to NBC for approval,

Boomer took time out of his

hectic schedule to discuss his

plans for the series, his opinions

on television in general, and in

particular, what makes Red
Dwarf so special.

Boomer first noticed the

show while flipping channels on

his television early one morn-
ing. He turned on Channel 28,

his local PBS station, and came
across a very fresh, very funny
British program called Red
Dwarf. After watching just one
episode, he decided to ap-

proach Universal Studios
(where he was under contract)

with the idea of acquiring the

series for American television.

"I thought it would be succes-

sful simply because it's good,"

declares the writer, explaining

his reasons for getting involved

with the pilot. "It's just that sim-

ple. I'm a writer, not an ex-

ecutive, and I looked at it from
the standpoint that it was very

funny, very imaginative, and
very smart, and that's

something you don't see on
television all the time."

After convincing his studio to

buy the series, Boomer flew to

London and met with Rob Grant

and Doug Naylor (who were
eventually hired as creative con-

sultants) to convince them that

an American version of Red
Dwarf could be done
successfully.

One question asked by fans

on both sides of the Atlantic is

"Why not simply buy the

original series instead of

Americanizing it?" According to

Boomer, the situation is not that

simple. "The reason you have

to do an American version is

because you can't just buy the

British shows. There are legal

reasons you can't do that kind

of stuff, plus they only did one
year's worth of episodes in the

entire five years of the show.

Here, you have to do 22
episodes in a year. I suppose
they could have bought the

show, but they can't just pay for

five years worth of one show to

air in one year and then never
be able to show it again. The
networks are only interested in

series that have some lifetime

beyond that. What they're look-

ing for is a hit series that will

have some longevity to it."

Boomer returned to the

States, and started work on the

pilot script, which was based on
the British episode, The End.
Although a few minor changes
were made in the original story,

the basic ideas remained large-

ly intact. "It's still the same
premise," Boomer explains,

"and the same characters, ex-

cept they didn't have Kryten in

the first two years. He hadn't

been created yet in the original

pilot, so we had to adjust that.

We thought that Robert was so
strong and so funny that we
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brought him over to play the

same part.

"I think when Rob and Doug
first started doing the show, they

found the characters started to

develop, and over the course of

doing it, you find out what

things work better. If you look at

the first few episodes, and then

you look at some of the stories

from the second or third

season, the leap in the quality

of the writing is enormous. You
start to find out what the actors

respond to, what works for the

characters, and that's just part

of the fun of the process, finding

those things."

Although Boomer takes
credit for writing the pilot, he is

quick to point out that some of

the ideas were actually in-

troduced by other people. "All

these things are written by a
whole staff of people," he
elaborates. "The way people
write comedies is that it's not so
much sitting in a room with a
typewriter, except for the very

first pass I did. What happens
then is a whole group of people
pitch jokes and ideas and
changes, the actors pitch ideas,

and the network pitches ideas,

so it really is a group effort in the

strictest sense of the word. By
the end of the night, you don't

know who wrote what, or who

came up with what idea. It really

is a group effort all the way
through."

One fear that Boomer never

had was that Red Dwarf might
be "too British" for an American
audience to follow; a charge
which has been levelled at

shows as diverse as Doctor
Who, Eastenders, and All

Creatures Great and Small,

each of which has established

a cult following in the States on
local PBS (public broadcasting)

stations. "The one thing I've

found out for whatever time I 've

been in the business," states

Boomer, "is there's no point in

trying to figure out how a show
is going to be received. All you
can really do is try and do
something really good, take

your shot with that, and
sometimes people will respond
to that and sometimes they

won't. I'd much rather fail with

something great than have the

same failure with something
that I thought was kind of

pandering and stupid, like most
television.

"I really didn't feel like Red
Dwarf was a British type of

show. I responded to it on a

regular level. When I saw it and
liked it, I wasn't thinking, 'Oh,

this would be a great thing to

Americanize!'"

As executive producer of the

American Red Dwarf pilot,

Boomer was also responsible

for the casting of the various

roles. "The biggest change ac-

tually, was in the character of

Lister," says Boomer, discussing

his choice of actors. "We end-
ed up with a terrific guy named
Craig Bierko, who wasn't in-

terested the first time we ap-
proached him, and we had to

explain what the show was real-

ly about. Again, one of the

things it was our job to do was
getting people who don't know
the show not to dismiss it as just

another science fiction show, it

really isn't, and never was. Part

of the charm of Red Dwarf is

that it has this wonderful in-your-

face kind of humour. It has that

kind of cool sensibility that

some of the wilder American
shows like Night Court or The
Simpsons have.

"The reason for making the

character of Lister different was
because it would have been a
mistake to force the actor to play

a part that wasn't right for him,

so we did a lot of adjustment to

make it right. The old Lister was
a real slob, and we kind of got

away from that, and got more in-

to his personality. I liked the

character in the British show,

and I had a lot of fondness for

him, but this was different.

"Rimmer, again, is a little

more different, a little more
tailored to the actor we hired, a
guy named Chris Eigeman. Did

you ever see the movie Mefro-

politan? It was a small indepen-

dent film, that he had a wonder-
ful part in, and actually, he was
our only choice for Rimmer.
Chris came in, read the
material, and was terrific.

"We cast Hinton Battle play-

ing the Cat. Hinton won a Tony
Award the last four years, and
he was just great. I'm really hap-

py with the cast all the way
around."

It should be noted that some
of Boomer's original choices
were recast after his departure,
with Anthony Fuscle playing
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Rimmer and Terry Farrell taking

over as the now-female Cat. As
for Kryten, Robert Llewellyn was
brought to America, reprising

his role from the original series.

"We knew right from the get-go

that we wanted him," confirms

Boomer. It would be silly not to.

He was very funny, and really

knew the part, and when you

have somebody like that, it

becomes much easier to write

for."

In developing the tone of the

American series, Boomer had

to answer the same question

that Grant and Naylor had rais-

ed with the original series,

namely is Red Dwarf a science

fiction series with elements of

comedy, or a comedy series

with elements of science fic-

tion? "I don't know," the writer

responds, "my background is

not science fiction. I know with

Rob and Doug, one of them is

a science fiction fan and the

other one isn't. I did read a lot

of science fiction when I was
growing up in my early 20s and
enjoyed it a lot, but I've never felt

like writing it. The thing that sold

Red Dwarf for me was that the

science fiction aspects of the

show were a great way of doing

totally different stories than had
been done before, and taking

that slant I thought, was much
more entertaining.

"This series is not Star Trek,

and we don't want it to be. Our
special effects just happen to be
inherent to the story. For exam-
ple, there's a time travel se-

quence in the pilot, and it seem-
ed silly to do something with

time travel and not have some
kind of special effects. They're

only used in the course of ad-

vancing the story, or taking the

characters in a certain direction,

which is one of the things I lik-

ed about the English show a lot.

when they would do a science

fiction premise, they would twist

it around and look at how it

affected the characters. It was
never a bunch of guys running

around with ray guns; it was
focused on the humorous pos-

sibilities of time travel, mental

swapping, shrinking or freezing

people in time. It concentrated

on what was strange and amus-
ing about the situation, rather

than somebody had gotten

themselves in a hole they'd

have to blast their way out of.

'The difference with us was
they were doing six shows a
year in England, and had a lot

more pre-production and post-

production time. With us, on a
multiple camera show, you have

a five day period where you

work. You rehearse Monday
thru Wednesday, Thursday you
rehearse with the camera, and
Friday you shoot it in front of an

audience. Because of the

special effects stuff which we
wanted the audience to enjoy,

we shot it a day ahead of time,

and edited it together in a tem-

porary way so we could roll it in

and show it to the audience on
the monitors. It was either that,

or have someone standing

there with a script reading the

stage directions."

Like its predecessor, the

American Red Dwarf was in-

tended as a thirty minute series.

"Sixty minutes of any audience

comedy is just about unbear-

able," Boomer avers. "We've

really packed a lot into thirty

minutes. There's a lot of story,

a lot of ideas, and a lot of jokes

flying around. It's probably the

most densely packed half hour

that anybody's ever done."

So what does Red Dwarf of-

fer the American viewer that he
hasn't seen before? According

to Linwood Boomer, "It's a show
that's done by people who care

about doing a good job. If you

asked what was appealing

about The Simpsons or Hill

Street Blues, they were done by

people who have some talent

and really cared about doing a

good show.

"I think what's going to be ap-

pealing is that the jokes are fun-

ny, the jokes are smart, the ac-

tors are good, the production

values are excellent, it's well

directed, and everybody work-

ed hard to put on a good show.

When you get into trying to

figure out a formula for

something, I think half the peo-
ple who say they know one are

lying.

"A year from now, I'm sure f'll

be able to say, 'The reason...'

Honestly, the only thing I can do
is try. The whole time we went
through the casting, the rehear-

sal process, the shooting and
the editing, we kept saying to

ourselves, 'Is this good
enough? Can we make this bet-

ter?" We really have a commit-
ment to doing something
terrific.

"I worked with James L.

Brooks last year, who created

The Mary Tyler Moore Show
(Boomer also wrote a television

pilot for Brooks, based on the

film Big) and he had this credo

I really took to heart, which is

this job is so difficult, that it's

stupid to go through all this

agony and not have something

terrific at the end of it. Why
bother doing it if it's not going

to be great? Everyone in this

company has really stuck to that

belief. I'm very proud of the

show, and I think once people

watch it, the question of why
they watch it will be kind of

moot. They'll watch it because
they enjoy it and because it's

good."

Unfortunately, people won't

watch Red Dwarf USA,
because as was fully explained

in our last issue, the project has

now been canned. However,

you can still enjoy "Red Dwarf

USA— the comic strip" later in

this issue. It must be respectful-

ly pointed out that Linwood

Boomer is definitely not one of

the producers of our version,

which suggests what just might

have been if the project had
fallen into the hands of some far

less scrupulous Hollywood
executives. *

US*



EVERYBODY
NEEDS
GOOD
ANDROIDS
A robotic review by Steve 9X4B Lyons

Where would we be without them? The
'Red Dwarf' crew would, we're sure, be
the first to admit that their lives have been
made a tot simpler by the arrival of Kryten on
board - and making lives simpler is what
androids have been doing now for

centuries. For most peopJe then, it must be
hard to imagine that, as recently as the
twentieth century, these immensely useful
machines didn't exist at all!

Of course, twentieth century scientists
had devetoped robots, of a kind - they were
even working on basic forms of Artificial

Intelligence - butrtwasn't until well past the
year 2000 that Artificial Intelligence as we
now know it was truly created. It was only
then that it became possible to program
previously taciturn machines with the power
of perfectly independent thought and
speech, complete with synthesised per-
sonality traits to call their own

From that moment on. technology pro-

gressed with almost frightening speed.
Naturally, itwas onlya very short time before
intelligent machineryswamped the market:
talking toilets became a normal facet of

everyday life, whilst food dispensers were
programmed to respond to verbal requests
and prepare daily menus for their owners.
For a price, you could even buy a talking
condom - though its topics of discussion
must have been somewhat limited!

Notallof these products were acomplefe
success, of course. Most notable amongst
the failures were the creations of Taiwan
based firm Crapola Inc. (their name being

curiously apt), whose lack of planning and
foresight at the design stage led to a
number of serious flaws in their goods.
Their range of Talkie Toasters, for instance,
were too intelligent by halt for the job they
were created to do Many went mad,
becoming obsessed with finding them-
selves things to do - and as this usually
meant verbally forcing bread-related
products down their owners' mouths, the
line suffered a certain drop in popularity.

Eventually, though, devices became
more and more sophisticated, until the next

majorstepintheirevolutioncameabout -

mobility. Now, if the wealthy traveller was to

be separated from his bags in transit, itwas
no longer a problem; they would find him,
asking passers-by to help in the search
when necessary.

The even more filthy rich would also be
able to purchase a Skutter or two to see to

some of their more basic needs. These
mechanical marvels were like a dream
come true for those who missed the 'good
old days' of slavery. True, they possessed
neither intelligence nor dexterity in any
great abundance, but they were eminently
capableof handling those niggling little jobs
such as cleaning and painting. Unfortu-
nately, in the compact form of a Skutter
already programmed for a thousand and
one essential household chores, therewas
no room for the speech circuits which were
the norm in most other appliances -

although given the experience of such
machines as Talkie Toaster, this may well

have proved to be an unexpected bonus'

The Skutters. for the most part, performed
their tasks without comment - and thus
was born the concept of the service

mechanoid.

From that moment on, scientists worked
feverishly to improve upon their designs -

their goal, to produce the perfect
mechanical servant What they wanted,
what they needed, was something a lot

bigger than the diminutive Skutters -

something with hands and feet and a
brain... a human, in fact - oral least, a
close approximation. In the end that's

what they got - and by the middle of the
twenty-fourth century, their new breed of

mechanoids was well into full production.

For the multi-national and multi-planetary

corporations who could afford them,
mechanoids were a godsend. They looked
almost human, they acted almost human,
they spoke with an almost human intel-

ligence - and they loved to work! For
mechanoids. their whole raison d'etre was
to serve Mankind. They would do the

cooking, the cleaning, the ironing and the
decorating - and when that was all done,
they'd work in the science labs on techno-
logical breakthroughs of theirown . And best
of all, they did all of this without question,
without argument and without (and this isa
biggie!) any thought of monetary recom-
pense. It was what they were programmed
to do - and should any mechanoid dare to

consOer not toeing the line, the makers had
come up with a very clever failsafe. All of

their creations were programmed from the
outset to believe implicitly in the notion ol



Silicon Heaven - the wonderful electronic

afterlifewhichwas the ultimate resting place

of all calculators, irons and lamps. And all

the mechanoids had to do lo ensure their

reservation there was - exactly what they

were (o/d to do. Always!

Mechanoids were, undeniably, the giant

leap forward for which the world had been
waiting. Still, the scientists weren't quite

happy. Their creations were slow and ugly;

they had heads which resembled large,

half-chewed pencils. The next step was to

produce something a little more., .human.

And so, in due course, they presented us

with the Simulant; an altogether more life-

like product which, in addition, had a great

deal more physical power than its predeces-

sors. Unfortunately, some bright spark

decided that, in order to be as human as

possible, the Simulants should be given

none of the inhibitions and beliefs that had

kept their mechanoid counterparts servile

for so long. It worked, too - the kill-crazy

creatures were busy murdering their fellow

man' in no time at all! The one major dif-

ference between Simulants and mechan-

oids, it has been postulated, is that a

mechanoid will never rip oft your head and

spit down your throat. There is a great deal

of truth in that statement.

Eventually, and not without a great deal of

bloodshed, most of the Simulants were

rounded upand carted off to Justice Wdrid,

wtiere each was dealt with in the appro-

priate manner A (ew escaped the net', of

course, most notably the self-appointed

Inquisitor who. legend has it. survived to the

end ot time before finding a way to travel

back down the time stream and thus wreak

even more havoc. For the most pan though

.

the day ot the Simulants was over. It was

back to the drawing board.

What finally came off that drawing board

was the most realistic, life-like type of

android ever created. Inspired by the

ancient concept of waxworks, the more
mobile Wax-Droids looked almost identical

to their human counterparts, and could be

programmed with their mannerisms to

boot. The creations were an instant

success, and whole worlds were given over

for use as Wax-Droid Theme Parks, where

the clamouring public would queue up to

catch glimpses of their heroes of the past . At

the biggest of the parks, situated on the

aptly renamed Wax-World, celebrities such

as Stan Laurel and Elvis Presley could be

seen mingling freely with the likes ot Adoll

Hitler and Mahatma Gandhi - although, as

the park's Prehistoric World section

testified, Mankind, for all his wonderful new
technology, was stiff incapable of producing

a dinosaur which didn't look like it had come
out ofacereal packet,

precious little else. In a way, they had the

reverse problem to that of the Skutters; so

much power and circuitry was needed
simply to provide their naturalistic move-

ment, actions and speech patterns, that it

was totally unfeasible to program them for

the sort of services which Man hadcome to

expect from his artificial constructs. In that

area then, only the mechanoids had proved

remotely suitable - so it was in such

service that the mechanoids remained.

Ot course, there was still room for

improvement - and as the years went by

and scientific methods continued !o

develop apace, mechanoids became more
and more sophisticated. Each new model
out ot the workshop was stronger, smarter

and better looking than its predecessor; the

Series 4000 Kryten mechanoids, for

example, were superceded by the Series

5000, and later by the infinitely superior

Hudzen 10 model (which could crack bricks

in two with its pelvic thrusts!). It was no

surprise then that companies like android

giants Diva-Droid International ceased to

sell their products outright and turned to

offering service contracts instead. A given

mechanoid would serve its masters for a

specified number of years, following which

its shut-downwou Id activate and it would be

replaced by the newer, better model. In this

way, customers could rest secure in the

knowledge that they hadn't spent their hard-

earned doiiarpou nds on something which

,

in a year's time, would be of no worth to

anyone (after all, who'd buy a 'Betamax'

hoto-recorder, now?). And if the obselete

mechanoid didn't wanf to terminate itsown
life? Well, thai rarefy happened - after all,

Silicon Heaven waited invitingly for those

who gave their masters good service - and
what mechanoid didn't? Besides which,

any 'noid which tried to avoid its inevitable

fate would find its existence terminated

instead by its replacement. There was no

means of escape.

All in all then , mechanoids got a pretty raw

deal out of life. Not that many of them
complained - (hey were programmed not

to - but a certain sympathetic movement
began togrow within humans themselves.

Riding on the crest of this feeling, Groovy

Channel 27 - quite typically - even went

so far as to commission the first ever soap

opera specifically for artificial beings.

Produced and directed by the notorious

Kylie Gwenlyn, Androids' was virtually

indistinguishable from the rest of its genre.

as characters like Brook, Kelly, Simone,

Bruce and Gary weaved theirway through

tangled plotlines of tewe, incest and infidelity.



The one major difference was that ffiese

characters were all androids, living out

normal lives (or at least, what passes tor

normal in such shows) in a way that would

never be possible for their real life counter-

parts. Of course, the programme was an
instant hit, at least amongst the mechanical
fraternity who, for the first time, had been
offered a regular chance of release from

their lives of servitude. As the lilting theme
tune of the series suggested, "Androids

have feelings too."

For most androids though, those feelings

were destined to remain dormant, the true

potential of the species never re

time passed, the human race

and most of the mechanical servants

passed with them.

Three million years into the future though,

one of the Kryten 4000 units still survives;

and more, it is being given an entirely new
lease of life. For perhaps the first time in

android history, an artificial being is recei-

ving the encouragement and support it

needs to truly break its programming and to

form a personality that is uniquely its own,

without having to depend on an age old

Three million years in the future, Dave Lister

is doing with a bit of friendship and under-

standing what scientists struggled for

decades to achieve, with all their much
vaunted intelligence and their priceless

technology. He is turning a mere mecha-
noid into an artificial man - and he's

proving too that KylieGwenlyn and Groovy
Channel 27 were right, for once, Androids

do have feelings, too! J,
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The making of

RED DWARF
UK BOOK

by Jane Killick

When asked why he agreed to be

a talking book, Chris Barne replies:

"'Cos I was asked. Why? Do you

think it's a fairly strange thing to

agree to do?" It's not sucn a

strange thing to do for a mon
whose career has included being

the voices tor Spitting Image pup-

pets and the voice behind no end

of commercials. In fact when
Laughing Stock Productions first sug-

gested the idea of recording the

Mrst Red Dwarf book, everyone

thought Chris Barrie was the obvi-

ous choice to do it - everyone
except Chris Barrie, that is: "I'm

flattered really," he says. "I kept

saying, why haven't they asked the

others or why aren't we all doing

it?"

It's expected to take him

three weeks to record all two-hun-

dred and ninety-eight pages of

Grant Naylor's first Red Dwarf book

onto tape. It's not just straight nar-

ration as Chris is bringing the char-

acters alive by imperson-

in trie dialogue^1 ating them

I sequences.

^H It's just a short trip

I on his motorbike to the

^^1 recording studios in South

^| London. At ten o'clock on

a Monday mornina, in late

August Cnris Barrie could

be found in the control

room drinking a cup of

tea to warm up his tonsils

before getting stuck into

recording. Graham the

Sound Engineer and Colin

from Laughing Stock made
some tea and coffee for

themselves before sending

Chris into the room
behind the glass to set up.

"The recording's

goinq very well," com-
ments Colin, 'he's a very tal-

ented guy. Makes you sick, doesn't

it?"l! just takes a few minutes to set

everything up. Graham starts

recording everything on cassette,

including the cock-ups, so Chris can

take them home and check

how things are going.

Graham plays bock a

sample from the master

recording on reel-to-reel

tape. Cnris listens to his

recorded tones and pre-

pares to read out the

next section. As the

recorded version of

Chris Barrie finishes,

Graham hits the record

burton and the real Chris

Barrie takes over from

page 56.

"My neighbour,

actually listens to these

talking books, "says
Chris, "you know with

Martin Jarvis reading
Charles Dickens ona

things like that. So I'd always been

curious. I do quite a bit of voice

work when I'm not doing television

work and I'd never done a talking

book and I thought, 'what would it

be like to do?' So when this came
along I thought, 'it's a good way to

start because it's o book ana a

story I know pretty well.''

The Red Dwarf book utilizes

all his vocal range. It's not notice-

able from listening to Rimmer or

Brittas, but Chris Barrie's voice has

a deep and 'bass'y feel to it when
he speaks normally and this comes

through the speakers in the control

room as he starts reading.

He alternates this relaxed

style of narration with the animated

characterisation he injects into the

dialogue. "Some of the characteri-

sations I've got to be free with and

do what I think they should sound

like," says Chris. "But then quite a

lot of them - like Petersen, like

Todhunter, like the Captain, which

is odd because that's a woman in

the book -
1 can remember vaguely



what they were like, but some of

them I can't remember what they

were tike and I just see what I feel

like doing. If Rob [Grant] and Doug
[Naylor] ever listen to it and think,

well we don't like that' we can
always go back and change it. "It's

more difficult for Chris to change
from one voice to another in a long

conversation. Graham explains

that the split-second pause between
voices will probably be cut out in

the post-production stage.

The voices really lift the

reading into something fresh. This

is most notable in Lister's voice
which he does in an accomplished

Craig Charles-ish Liverpudlian,

"Most of the people who buy this

probably are going to be people

who've watched the

television pro-

gramme, " Chris

explains, "so if I sort

of go [in my own
voice] suddenly
Lister had an idea,

'hey why don't we
go down the pub?'
it would just sound
ridiculous so I've got

to make some kind

of hint in the direc-

tion of carefree
scouse... The three

ones that have to

have the proper
characterisations
apart from Rimmer's

are Lister, Kryten
and the Cat."

Onto Chapter Twelve
and Rimmer's mother

mokes an appearance.
Chris soys he remembers
the character appearing
in the show and says

he is going to use a

mild middle-aged
woman type of voice,

something like 'an

impression of Chris
Barrie'. Colin quips he

likes these kind

impressions best!

He makes an
obvious distinction

between the voic

Rimmer's mother and
Rimmer as a boy. But

in other sections he
also has to make a dis-

tinction between his

narration voice and his

Rimmer voice. "The
narrative is slightly

more removed,"
says Chris, "where-

as Rimmer is, as we
know, anally retentive frustra-

tion and slightly higher
because he's usually such an
idiot... It's Chris Barrie's view-

point, it's not Rimmer's. It's

|ust me reading the book and
doing characterisations."

Chris sometimes trips over his

words or doesn't like the way
he's approached a certain sec-

tion and Graham has to

rewind the tape and record

that part again. "We've got to

treat it os a production," Chris

explains, "it's not an attemp-

tive tour-de-force by me.
We've got to make it as listen-

able ultimately to the public.

It's not a live thing, obviously. If I

was reading a book live then I'd

rehearse it quite a bit! But I read it

over first."

Chris has to re-read a piece

describing the great achievements

of Rimmer's brothers. Colin sug-

gests 'dropping in' after he says

Space Corps. Chris's recorded
alter-ego comes over the speakers;

"Frank was a gnat's wing away
from becoming the youngest cap-

tain in the Space Corps." Graham
hits the record burton and Chris hes-

itates before coming in with the

next line. The recording stops
again and Colin apologises - there

are actually two points in thai para-

graph where it says "Space Corps"

and Chris thought they were going

from the later one. "You'll have to

go from the earlier one," Graham
says, "I've recorded over it now!"
One of the problems they've been

able to solve over the first couple of

recording sessions is how to deal

with turning over the pages of script

without rustling paper or losing the

thread of a sentence. Chris usually

stops at an appropriate moment,
folds the paqe of his script and
perches it on the top of the reading

stand. "Mr Barrie makes a paper
aeroplane and continues," com-
ments Colin.

Occasionally it's unclear
what certain sentences mean or

how they should be approached.
Chris has problems with the sen-

tence: "Weeks of patient effort

would be spent planning, designing

and creating a revision schedule



which, when finished, were minor

works of art.' He can't make ony

sense of the grammar, and after a

quick discussion among the three of

them, neither con anyone else. "It's

not correct English, is it?" Chris

comments. If il is a single revision

schedule, you can't say "were
minor works of art", or it should be

"revision schedules" and not "revi-

sion schedule." There are a few

mistakes in the script so Colin

checks with the definitive version - a

very battered copy of the novel.

This doesn't help as the version in

the book is exactly the same as in

the script! They decide to throw

caution to the wind, ignore correct

grammar and say it as written to

avoid sack fulls or complaining let-

ters.

In only the next paragraph

they have a similar problem with

"as if a myriad tiny rainbows"

because Chris thinks it should be "a

myriad of tiny rainbows". Colin

assures him myriad is o 'funny

word' and doesn't need the 'of .

Chris takes his word for it. "Trust

me," says Colin, "I'm a brain-dead

psychopath I

"

Before Chapter Thirteen,

they have a break for coffee. Chris

ventures outside in the courtyard

and sits on the wall for a breath of

fresh air.

Back in the studio, there's

yet more problems in Chapter
thirteen when an officer calls

Kochanski pretentious for learning

Japanese. Colin thinks there is a

better way for Chris to read
Kochonski's reply; 'Pretentious?' she

placed her palm on her chest,

'Watashi?'
Although Chris

had assumed
'watashi' is

Japanese,
Colin thinks it's

a pun on
1 whotash it ' I

Chris thinks

this interpreta-

tion could be a

product of

Colin's dark
mind, but it is

down to

Graham to

solve the prob-

lem. He
leaves the stu-

dio to consult

a Japanese
expert (really!)

and returns

slightly out of

breath to announce,

"watashi means me or I". This

definitive statement means the earli-

er confusion was entirely down to

Colin's dark mind!

As Chris
reads, his face is

full of concentra-

tion and his

expression
changes as he
slips in to other

accents. When
Petersen speaks,

he moves his

hand expressive-

ly to help him
with the neavy
Danish accent;
"You want some
peanuts?" The
recording stops

again for a
minute when Chris

realises he should
have read that line in Lister's

voice!

"To be quite honest with

you, it's a grind really," Chris

admits. "It's a long process... The

good thing is it's a funny book. It

does make me laugh. It's well

written, it's got comedy and I

think having to do a heavier clas-

sic novel might be a little bit like

hard work! But as it's Red Dwarf

I'm close to it and it brings back

memories to me of doing the scenes

in the series and yeah, it's fun."

After 2 hours ond almost twenty

pages, it's lunch time. After a drink

and o chilli burger, Chris returns to

the studio for another session with

only two-hundred and twenty-two

pages to go! &

photos . Jane Kiliick



HOLLY-GRAMS
Dear Red Dwarf,

I have a query, where did the results

from the Video Competition In Issue 2
go? The rules said "A list of prize win-

ners will be published in an upcoming
issue of RDM." Now Is It that I'm going
smegging blind, or is it that they have
not been published yet?

Jean-Paul F Lecrivain, Jersey.

I'd don't know, we make some rash
promises here at the Red Dwarf
Smegazlne, don't we? Rest assured
that all the prize winners now have their

videos, so if you haven't got one, you
might as well face it - you've lost!

However, we really will print a list of
prize winners... next issue!

Dear Kryten

,

After buying the August edition of your
smegtastic Smegazine I found your arti-

cle on the art of lying. After getting the
art of parts 2 & 3 right (even managing
to say "Red Dwarf is the worst TV pro-

gramme ever to curse the airwaves"), I

was able to start lying in front of an
audience. To my surprise I discovered
that I was totally crap at this new form of

your great art and got quite smegged off

on more than one occasion when my
attempts fell fiat. Some examples of my

failure are:

1

.

On trying to convince my brother that

I had sold all my Red Dwarf tapes and
used the wonga thai I made to replace
them with American Wrestling tapes, l

discovered that he was watching
'Backwards' and had the rest of the
tapes stacked up at the side of the
video.

2. When trying to convince my father
that 'Neighbours' was a good TV pro-
gramme he reminded me (in front of my
pet Q.E.A.P.) about the censored pro-

fanities scribbled on my pencil case
concerning a certain Australian soap
opera.

3. The worst of all was trying to con-
vince Pavarotti that all the words that he
sang were Slayer lyrics In Italian. This
would not have been too bad had
Pavarotti not been in concert at the time
(I felt like a gimp I can assure you).

So please, please, please, please give
me some advice on this vital art
E (Smeg Pot) Mosedale, Walsall.

"Don't worry, Mister E, sir. As I

explained then, lying fa very hard
indeed when you're new to ft. You
Just need lots more practice and
you'll soon be a master of the art.

(And tf you believe that you must be

a bigger Smeeeeeeac. well a bigger
something than you sound, sir.}" -

Kryten

Dear Glmboids,
No, I'm not going to make sure that this

letter gets published by creeping round
you by saying how brill the magazine is.

In tact some ol it is rubbish, especially

that full stop on page 9 of issue 3.

Awful! Oh, and Noel Harris in Issue 5
knows what he's talking about. If you
don't print technical details of Red Dwarf
or Starbug I'll boil you In a vat of piping

hot Gazpacho soup.

George Wilkins. Markfield.

Okay - okay - we're working on it - and
as far as those awful full stops go - well

we're trying to avoid them. (Damn, that

one just slipped through the net!)

Dear Dlngle-berry breath,

I understand you have an IQ in excess
of 6000, so you probably wont be foxed
by this excruciatingly easy questiona-
roonie. It's just that in issue 8 of this fan-

tastic magazine, in 'Future Echoes',
Rimmer's hairstyle changes somewhat
drastically. One minute he is walking
around half a millimetre from the floor

with his curly hairstyle, then suddenly

Six I Vi Hour Cassette Tapes Read by C.

Red Dwarf
Infinity Welcomes Careful Drivers

,

At last, smeggies everywhere can listen to the
amazing Grant Naylor best seller on tape!!

STOP PRESS: Spocir

RED DWARFS

INFINITY
WELCOMES

CAREFUL DRIVERS"

r*i»tf i> i.j VMS.



for some inexplicable reason which is

Inexplicable, his hair changes to a

straight, basin-cut hairstyle. Why the

smeg does this occur? Is It because of

some freak act of madness, or is

Rimmer just a complete and total

polaroid head, who changes his hair at

a moment's notice? If I were you, I'd

create another large and painful boil on

his neck, or make some wicked crack

about Gazpacho soup.

Phil Mace, Maidstone.

'Blimey, Pt>ii, you weren't paying
much attention, wen you? EHdyou
expect me to lot hkn get away wtth

ca«ng ma a goit? That hairstyle did

giem a good punishment at the
tftne, but, w*ll, Plrmnar rathar likad

H as it •appenad. Maybe I'll by that

boll..." -Hot

Dear RD crew,

Many thanks for producing a most
excellent Red Dwarf mag. Are you
going to run comic adaptations of the

whole series? if you do them all the

mag will have enough stuff to run for

seven or eight years... go for it! But let's

have more original stories too. I like the

way you've 'updated* the look of the

early episodes by using the set designs

and Rimmer's 'Captain Emerald" uni-

form from the third series, but why is

Rimmer grey? Is the hologram suite

suffering from colour fade? Or is this a
subtle jibe at the Conservative Party

leader? It's good to see Ace (What a

guyl) Rimmer turn up again too. Here's

looking forward to series six.

Jim Swallow, Edmonton.

Seven or eight years? But we want me
magi fo go on for three million years!

That's why all me stories we are now
running are brand'bew and original

ones - as requested by most of you. A
lot of people have asked about
Rimmer's peculiar 'greyness' and the

truth is that Rob Grant and Doug
Naylor wanted Rimmer to be in black

and white only in the TV show, but the

technical difficulties made that imprac-

tical. Now our comic strip is another

matter (we can do anything we
bloomin' well like here, you know) and

so we depict all holograms as being

grey. In other words, we're right and
the TV show is wrong. . . so nerf

HOLLY-GRAMS
~ /art S

tited

k Place
London WC1H9SU

\ Newt From thm~7

DWARF
RED DWARF VI

By the time you read this, Rob Grant and Doug

Naylor will have begun writing in earnest for

the next series of Red Dwarf. As we go lo

press, details are sketchy. They haven't even

decided for definite where they're going to film

it yet (but Shepperton, where it was filmed last

year, looks a good bet). In these early stages,

everything is subject to change and the

Grant/Naylor offices are keeping everything

close lo their chests. Filming is almost certainly

going to be in February. This should hopefully

allow Red Dwarf to reach the small screen in

the earlier part of 1 993. To give you some

idea of timing, Red Dwarf V was filmed in

November/early December 1 99 1 and hit BBC2

during February/March 1992. On those fig-

ures, it means we only have Five months to waitl

VIDEOS
The first ever series of Red Dwarf is due to be

released on video - but not until Spring. It had been

rumoured that these rare shows - unseen by many,

and vaguely remembered by others - would be avail-

able for Christmas. It now seems likeh/ they will come

out to co-incide with the broadcasting of series VI.

Red Dwarf V should also be coming out in 1 993, but

probably much later.

TALKING BOOK
It now seems unlikely thai the abridged version of the

first Red Dwarf novel narrated by Chris (Rimmer|

Bailie will hit the high street shops lor Christmas. It

looks as if editing and approval lor it will lake longer

than anticipated.

However, the complete and unabridged version - now

expanded lo six cassettes {il was originally though!

four cassettes would be a nice round number) • is

available through mail order, See the ad elsewhere

m this issue.

I, IOVETT
Not a comment about Red Dwarf by someone who

can't spell, but in fact the title of Norman Lovetl's new

TV show. The chance for Norman to star in his own

progromme was one of the reasons he iefl the role of

Holly after two series of malting Red Dwarf. Four

years later, the show's finally been model It's a six-

part sikom in which Normon stars os on eccentric

inventor. He talks to his dog, Dirk; and he talks to a

picture of a horse which hangs on his wall. If il

sounds familiar, that's because it's based on the pilot

programme that was shown in 1989 In 'Comic Aside'

- a series of oneoffs mat lounched other shows like

'KYTV'. .11 was filmed in Glasgow, but will go out

across the country sometime in 1 993 on BFJC2.

KISSING CRAIG!

Craig Charles will be continuing to co-present the

breokfasl show on Kiss FM, London's dance music sta-

tion, until March. Craig is his usual lively self, uses

the word 'smeg' a lot [don't tell Mary Whitehouse)

and is helped out by Pele Wardman who

Southampton readers may have heard on Power FM.

His show is on every weekday from 7am to 10am on

100MHz.

Kiss have issued a press release noting all Craig

Chorles' credits lo dale, which says Craig is "current-

ly renowned for the BBC TV series/space comedy,

'Red Dwarf', which he joined in 1987. Charles ploys

the part of Lester (sic),"

LET'S CONVENE AGAIN -

LIKE WE DID LAST SUMMER
Following the success of Dimension Jump '92

[reviewed in issue 8|, the organisers of the first Red

Dworf convention are looking into organising anoth-

er. This time there should be more room for all the

people who want lo go. Watch this space for more

details.

CONVENTION DATES
Next year's joint Star Trek and Red Dwarf Convention

that we mentioned last issue, has changed it's dates.

It'll now be held over the weekend of 26th-28rh of

Morch 1 993 in Leicester. It's been put back a couple

of weeks because ol refurbishment ol the hotel and to

make sure il doesn't clash with the filming of Red

Dwarf. For more details, contact: Trek/Dwarf, 47

Marshom Orion, Goldhoy Peterborough, PE2 5RN.

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...?

Paul Jackson - the TV Producer who helped Red Dwarf

gel accepted by the BBC. Well, he's now Director of

Programming al Carlton Television |the imminent suc-

cessors to Thames TV). While you're tucking into your

Turkey this Christmas, he will probably be worrying

about his new TV schedule going on air in the London

region from midnight on December 31st. We wish

him good luck.

"SANTA CLAUS,
WHAT A BASTARD!"

This year in the Backwards universe, Father Christmas

will be stealing books and videos from the stockings

of unsuspecting Red Dwarf fans and escaping red-

handed up the chimney. Red Dworf IV on video, The

Red Dwarf Omnibus and The Red Dwarf Official

Companion will be deleted jusl in time for Christmas.

Fortunately for me, I don't live in a backwards uni-

verse, so I've written to Lapland lo remind Santa mot

these attractive items will be in the shops by

December. I've also promised to leave him a can of

Lister's favourite lager and o mutton vinderloo as a

bribe.

Interstellar intelligence: Jane Killiclc
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SURVEY RESULTS
PART 2

results to Question 2 on our read-

ers' survey (from way back in

issue 4). We a

ship. He also asks "wh

Skutters these days?"
"

rries V did f

all who took

trouble to send us your

nights counting up. Even r

have nded up -^
.umably ^

Series V, two particular epis'

much better - os we'll see loti

I No. 3 ... DIMENSION JUMP

4, Only two non-series I or V epr"

S featured in the chart's bottom e

| First, the infamous 'Meltdown' [23

U which received quite some prais_

from Martin Choules of Idmiston.

"Why do people slag off

i 'Meltdown'?" he asked. "I think it's

ISeries brilliant." Well, Martin Pwn thmmh

ne people obviously bloody great! What's keeping you?} pi—
had a bit of trouble choosing e)

between them, with several of you Series V had no such disadvantage,

making the point that they were all but many of the episodes still fared Much r

brilliant. Maybe so, but we still poorly in the main list and attracted

refused to accept any of the nomina- some criticism. Mr S Kelman of f

-

we had for sixth place (aren't Luton, for instance, yearned for the

uel?)
r
nor to acknowledge the "good old days" when "the mainstay

Graham Cowell of of the series was P"
: ""

the British Army Training Liaison And of course, w
Staff in Kenya, who placed oil thirty comes more gags

"

episodes joint first! One thing that Wednesbury agre
,

did become evident as we tallied "the interaction between then

your votes, however, was the over- ters seems lo nave gone r

whelming opin'

Judging by the

ved, il '

becoming "st

ents we it-all", feeling thot "he

I Series I taking over, to the detrii

ither not characters, i

hese niggles, the strangely
'

'I wants
'

No. 2 ... POLYMORPH



don't really hove any idea why
'ly (perhaps the unfamil

Leigh Smart of Cleveland because it

was the "longest Red Dwarf

Onto the middle ten. more of \

ting through all thirty with

watch to check! Leigh \

that the episode had "on

- Kryten

s series II." Da'

Scarborough soys "this one's

groovin' tonight, group factor five"

and he adds "my guess is that this is

the only list to contain neither Better

Than Life' or Back To Reality and to

have Thanks For The Memory' in it
-

correct me if I'm wrong." You're

wrong

, that's why!" If Dave No. 9 ... QUEEG

as well, he i

from las! place in our

about The End' (at 16=, Ser

highest rated epi

finish?" Phillip T„.

considered that t_.,
'Timeslides' (16=) was good

"

Ruby Wax!". 'Mar

only placed fourth L. _

of Bolton's top five, but he the

that it was "probably the

friend laughed at it, and she s got no

sense of humour " Joanne Smith of

'OS adamant that "to

it must have been bril-

Doctors', Still, i

Joanne.

From the early r

Chris Barrie in portraying each

other's characters. In 'Queeg',

Norman Lovett's Holly received _

great many plaudits, the charact

fiaving been given its greatest

chance to shine and providing "the

funniest ending to any of the

episodes" according to Kim
' Stephenson of Sutton Coldfield.

/oiverhampton agreed on both

r oints, describing the episode as
"

j which

,Vy Lister's

character. We get to see that he can
' moments and can become

"Kryten is good at playing humans

os well as mechonoids," said Rachel

Fortnam from Highworth of the num-
L
-r 8 choice, 'DNA'. We agree -

n' make-up

convincing, wasn't it?! Cal

lanson of London f

: "If Robert Llewellyn

_ _;illiant actor, or if s<

had played the human-Kryten, it just

Idn't have worked :

10 ond 9 came 'Body Swop' an

Queeg'. The '<

former appears to have been the act-

ing abilities of Croig Charles and

At 7 came 'White Hole', c-~
Holly episode, which also s

return of the ever-popular

Toaster. "The toaster killed n._,

N Weedon of West Ealing told us.

We're not sure why -

allergic to bread-reloi

'

z that, Ser

, 'Parallel Unr

6. "The old sci-fi cliche dt

lly ," said David MacGuwun i

Chorley, "something no other show

has done." Vikki Eves of nearby

Rochdale adds that "Lister can be the

r of my children <

No. 21 ... DEMONS AND ANGELS

Into the Top Five and we find the first

of the aforementioned Series V

shows, 'Quarantine'. This episode

icond place in o

ip of two months t

refer you back there for



No. 1 ... BACK TO REALITY

effects," and that il hod an "original

J:l*ilH:ift
'isms".

"Smoke me a kipp

makes il in at ni

Series tV episode

Although Danie

er..." Ace Rimmer

.mber 3 with the

Dimension Jump'.

1 Wareham of

I Back to Reality 13.9% 1
,

2 Polymorph 9.3% 1
• 3 Dimension Jump 7.3% 1

4 Backwards 7.1% 1

5 Quarantine 5.9% 1

6 Parallel Universe 5.6% 1
7 White Hole 4.8% 1
8 DNA 4.8% 1
9 Queeg 4.4% 1
10 Body Swap 4.4% 1
I I Better Than Life 3.4% 1
1

2

Stasis Leak 3.3% I
13 Justice 3.1% 1
UCamille 2.6% 1

15 Marooned 2.4%

16 The End 2.4% 1

17Timeslides 2.4% 1
18The Lost Day 2.2% 1
19 Thanks for 1

the Memory 1 .9% 1

20 The Inquisitor 1.5% 1
21 Demons and Angels 1.4% 1

22 Kryien 1 .4% 1
23 Meltdown 1 .3% 1
24 Future Echoes 1 .0% 1
25 Me2 0.9% 1
26 Terrorform 0.4% I

27WaitingforGod 0.4%

28 Confidence and 1

Paranoia 0.2% 1

29 Holoship 0.2% 1

30 Balance of Power 0.1% 1

a guy! ' was a little over-used, he

rated the episode highly because it

had excellent costumes and a well

thought out storyline ." "Not the best,

commented Richard Johnson of

"but o glimpse of Hattie Hoyridge s

legs can't be bod!

Taking a creditable runners-up posi-

tion was 5eries Ill's 'Alien' spoof

'Polymorph', which occording to

Steve Rogers of Beccles was
'Perfection. The perfecl marriage of

science-fiction and comedy " Most

popular action in the episode seems

which o lot of people commented

"Bring back Polymorph II!" said

Richard Peat of Eastbourne, who also

mentioned that our comic Strip

"Mutinous Pursuits was brilliantly

funny, it made me laugh more than

the whole of Red Dwarf V ' Cheers,

Richard the cheque s in the post!

And finally (drum roll please), the all-

time Favourite episode among
Smegazine readers was ... Back to

Reality' (What, again?) Despite the

like to add to the Series V debate.

or throw in your thoughts on
Series I (it and when you ge

i the episodes)? Or maybe y
favourite episode did very badly
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INTERVIEW

MAKING MUSIC
WARD GOODALL

itfh« bean /nvo/veo* w/fh 'fled Dwarf ' since fhe efart of episode one - literally,
ubsequeattyhe has composed the music for every programme In the series' njn. Somehow

managing to resist the temptations offered by a few of the seamier local nightspots, we met
J*" with Howard one evening at his Soho office.

F MAGAZINE: How did Richard Curtis, one of the script-

writers, asked if they'd be interested

in a song; so we did it and from then
on really I was doing songs every

week on "Not'.

!D DwUflF I MAGAZINE. How did
you get into writing music for

television specifically?

HOWARD GOODALL: I had a bit of a
lucky break when I was at university.

I did a lot of student reviews and the
otopte at Oxford, the people doing
reviews at the same time were
Rowan Atkinson, Richard Curtis and
One or two others. So when Rowan
left I was already doing his show and
within about a year of his leaving we
"- doing 'Not the Nine O'clock

i'. It really came about by
accident, because on the first series

of 'Not the Nine O'clock News' there

lwren't many songs in it - not until

the very end of the series when they

wanted to do a number where they
wwrtd play all the instruments
themselves. They had a song written

by someone whoee name I can't

remember right now, called 'Gob on
you' and they wanted to play it, but
didn't quite know how to do it. So in

rehearsals Rowan had said, "Well, I

know this guy who does music, why
doesn't he come along and help
mf". So I realty just went in to help
them play the instruments and
arrange it so that it was easy for them
(o do. Then the week that followed

the week that Reginald

UfN. Myself and

RDM: Did you provide any of the
lyrics for those?

HG: Sometimes, and sometimes we
did the lyrics as a group thing. But

mostly they were written by Richard

Curtis who later did 'Blackadder'.

Because I've done the music for all

the Rowan Atkinson stuff ever since

then - whenever something like

'Blackadder' came along I'd end up
doing it - I'd sort of got to know a lot

of people who were making comedy
programmes and I got known as
someone who wrote music for

comedy programmes. So when Rob
and Doug were doing 'Red Dwarf' I

was kind of one of the possibilities for

doing that; I don't think it was a
foregone conclusion, I think there

were one or two other people being
considered at the same time.

RDM: Do you work as a freelance?

HG: Yeah - pretty well all

composers do, I mean it would be
lovely if someone would pay me a
wage just to be a composer, just to

write music, but there's never
enough work for one organisation to

take you on. So you tend to get

whatever you can and for about eight

years after leaving college I did all

sorts of other things to earn a living

and just composed when I could. I

was a session keyboard player, did a
bit of teaching here and there - just

anything that would earn money.
Luckily in the last few years I've been
able to just compose and not have to

do other things.

RDM: Have you always wanted to do
this kind of music or do you perhaps
want to be a pop star or something?

HG: Well, actually I was in a band
before I got into all this; it wasn't a
very good band, we made an album
and a couple of singles which were
really crap.

The thing I like about doing these
sort of things, like 'Not', the 'Adder'

and 'Red Dwarf', is that it gives you a
lot of freedom to mess around with

music and do a lot of different styles.

Someone might say "let's do some-
thing in the style of 'Neighbours' " or

this style or that. It's just good fun

doing pastiche and playing games
with music, so that's one of the

reasons I like it. But I do have kind of

another life outside doing music for



TV programmes, I write pieces for

the theatre and I like that very much,

though it's very different work from

TV.

RDM: Do you do any performing

yourself?

HG: Well, the three musicals that I've

done - which all found their way to

London eventually - I was involved

with them as musical director but I

dtdn't actually perform in them

myself.

RDM: / believe you did a stage show

with Melvin Bragg.

HG: Yes, it was a musical called 'The

Hired Man' which we did in

Southampton and Leicester and

then it was done in the West End,

produced by Andrew Lloyd Webber.

This was about 1984. since then it's

been done quite a lot - it's a popular

piece. It's done the States a couple of

times and it's been done by colleges

and amateur groups in this country.

We did a recent charity benefit of it in

the West End for cancer and got a

fantastic response, we made a CD of

that.

I kept up my friendship with Melvin

and did the music for his drama
series 'A Time to Dance' that was on

the TV ealier this year. It was a good

opportunity for me because it was a

drama and I was able to do a lot of

"people having a bad time on a hill-

side" shots, lots of sweeping musical

themes.

What I'm trying to do at the moment
is get more into drama - TV drama,

because that's the route into films,

which is where I want to end up.

There are very few films made in

Britain any more, so it's not quite the

career structure that it used to be -

rather than work through TV into

films, in this country it's work in TV
and that's it. To do films you've got to

work in the States and I have done

quite a lot of TV movies over there,

but I've never been asked to do a

feature film.

The difference between doing drama
music and music for comedy is that

people laugh over most of the work

you put into a comedy programme
and no-one hears what you're doing.

So it's quite nice to do things where

people aren't laughing, but you can

have more fun with comedy really.

RDM: How much control do you have

over the music in a programme? Do
you select the musicians and singers

etc.?

HG: It would depend on what it is, but

on the whole if it's something like

'Dwarf' or Adder' or any of the ones
I've done for a white, they'll trust me
and say we want this, this and this

and I'll just go away and hire the

people, fix it all up and make various

decisions about what style it should

be. It's not just because they think

I'm good enough to do that, it's also

a practical thing - if everybody

made all the decisions it would take

forever and the turnover time is often

very quick. The music is put on 'Red

Dwarf', for example, after the fine cut

edit and the difference between fine

cut edit and transmission is often

very short indeed. They're always

behind by then and I come in and I'm

given three or four days to get every-

thing done, get the music for the

episode done and put on ready for

the next one, so it's done under such

tight circumstances that you couldn't

sit down in a room with six people

and say, "well which guy should we
have for the trumpet?", it would just

take too long. They have to trust me
to a certain extent and that's

probably for better and worse,

because sometimes you get better

results from everybody chipping in

and sometimes better results from

me making the decisions and blas-

ting it through.

RDM: Vbu say fhaf you get the

episodes after editing, it does some-
times seem in episodes where there

is a lot of music that it's ail tied in very

welt with the timing of things- Are
there instances where you have a say
at earlier stages?

HG: Well no, by the time it comes to

me it's fine cut - usually, but if

there's a bit of a panic on they'll give

me an un-fine edit and I work to that.

Normally what I do is lock it up to the

equipment here, synchronise it all up
and then write to the picture abso-

lutely spot on. Sometimes that's not

possible, if I put the music on some-
thing and for some reason it goes
beck for another edit, say they nBed
to lose two minutes or there's some
change they need to make, then they

have to do the beet they can with the

music that's fitted to another cut and
sort of refit It again. Often there just

isn't time for me to re-do it and in

some episodes the music fits better

than others. Often I'll do more than

they need, I mean there are many
more music cues than they'll ever

need. Basically what we do is they'll

say we'd like music for this bit, this bit

and this bit and it's up to me to

decide whether it should start under

this line or under that line, whether it

should take over that cut or where it

should come in or out of. And when
I've done that it can make all sorts

of other decisions necessary, for

example if I've done something that's

much heavier than they expected me
to write then they mtght use mi
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less of it, or if I do something that's

not heavy enough they might borrow
*bit from somewhere else that I did

and shove it on. Because the final

stages are usually done under a cer-

tain amount of pressure, time's not

really on our side when it comes to

doing the music, so we try to do it as
exact as we can in the time we've got.

In an ideal world you'd have weeks
and weeks and you'd sit there with an
orchestra and just fit it all beautifully

like people,d$ jrj fiUns.

RDM: What about the theme tune

itself, was that jumt a case of getting

the titles and doing the music over

actually with that one I can't

remember how we did it in the very

first instance. I think I saw some
Ttnjgh pictures of the graphics from

the beginning and the end, but it

hadn't been put together and then

they cut that to the music. Originally,

in the first series, the opening was
more like '2001

' which we then aban-
doned for a more up-beat beginning,

from the third series onwards they

were using fast cut shots from

various episodes - that was cut to

»ft music. But with the theme tune it

a case of us discussing roughly
' we'd be going for and I sugges-

a kind of 'Tamla' sound, then I

went in with it and played it to them
the piano, we discussed it and
id up with what we ended up

Who wrote the lyrics to the

Red Dwarf theme?

HQii wrote those lyrics and that was
eally based on one episode in the

irst series which was all about him
i Lister) wanting to go to Fiji - all that

stuff about "goldfish shoals nibbling

at my toes" was -all to do with that,

although if you see it now it doesn't

iear any relation to what you're

watching and I quite like that. That

was always the fun of 'Blackadder' -

doing more and more ridiculous

lyrics that had less and less to do
the programme.

'M: Did you write all the lyrics to

second series of 'Blackadder'?

: Well, there were three of us who
ally sat down and wrote those

over a few pints, I think we did one
every episode. When 'Blackadder'

was shown in the States I got this

panic fax from the company that was
showing it saying "we can't under-

stand any of the words, can you send
us a list?" - they wanted to print

them in the American equivalent of

the Radio Times - and I couldn't

find them because, for some reason,

I didn't keep a record of them, so I

had to go through the video listening

to them and trying to work out what
the lyrics were. There were all sorts

of words - I can't really remember
now, but like 'sod' - which don't

have the same connotations over

there.

RDM: There was just the one vocal

arrangement in the first series of

'Blackadder'.

HG: That was when it was more like

an adventure epic, more like a
"Robin Hood riding through the

glen" type feel. We had an instru-

mental version at the beginning and
a vocal version at the end. just like we
did with 'Dwarf' - traditional. It's

quite fun that, if it's a series and
you've got six programmes to go you
know that by about the fourth or the

fifth one, people are going to get the

tune, it's good when they recognise

ROM: Getting back to 'Red Dwarf'

again, one thing people keep asking
us is who sang the theme song?

HG: Well, now here's an interesting

thing, her name is Jenna Russell and

e Red Dwart sheet music is

'ailablo from Noel Gay Mu<

Company Limited, IMP Inter national

Music Publications Southend Road,

she's in the Dennis Waterman series

'On the Up'. I don't remember the

name of her character, but she's the

young girl with blonde hair who lives

in the house with them. I've only

seen one episode and I couldn't

quite work out what her relationship

to him was, but anyway Jenna
Russell is the person that is doing

the tune. She's currently up in

Stratford, performing with the RSC
and isabouttogoon tour - she's got

a fantastic voice, she did one of the

leading roles in 'Les Miserable?' for

about a year. I've known her for a

long time, she was in a musical of

mine which is how I got to know her.

RDM: Why has fhe 'Red Dwarf
theme never been released as a

record?

HG: Er, I don't really know actually;

the thing is it's not really up to me, if

someone comes along and wants to

make a record of it then that's great

by me. But everybody who ever

writes a theme for a TV thing always

wants it to come out as a single and,

funnily enough, none of mine have
come out - 'Blackadder' hasn't, 'Mr

Bean' hasn't, I mean, these are all

very popular series and - ask them
not me. I don't know why - they

never even made it onto any of the

BBC compilations of theme tunes.

And considering that 'Adder' and
'Dwarf' are, I suppose, two of the

better known comedy themes it's

funny they never asked me if they

could put them on one of those. But

they never have and I don't really

know why, maybe they don't like me.
We've been hatching this plan for a

few months now to see whether we
might bring out a CD with all the

comedy themes I've done and
maybe a couple of other people's, so
it's like an album of comedy themes.
It would be fun, but I just don't know
what the demand would be. With

comedy there is a demand for videos

and books and things like that

because basically you can laugh at

them, but I don't know what the

demand would be for the music.



There is the sheet music - which is

the stuff that's framed up there on

the wall - and I know that both those

sold very well, so obviously people

were taking them to performance

school, or whatever it was they

wanted to do with them, and you

occasionally hear those tunes

around, but they've never made it

onto record. The funny thing is 'Red

Dwarf' was a sort of pop song

anyway, the 'Adder' would have

needed more work to make it

playable on the radio, but 'Red

Dwarf' just needed expanding a bit

- maybe we will do it.

RDM: Which version of the

'Blackadder' theme do you think

would have gone down best?

HG: I don't know. The one I always

liked best was the version for the

Christmas special where we had kids

singing and we had some quite

amusing words, that would have

been fun for a Christmas single

because it was so rude. But in fact I

think we did a version that was very

rude and no-one would allow us to do

it... oh that's right, we wrote a song

about Baldric to come out as a single

over Christmas, but the lyrics were

just too rude so it sort of died a death

.

RDM: Whose idea was it to do the

alternative closing themes in 'Red

Dwarf IV? The Hammond organ,

etc...

HG: Well that came out of the script

because, if you remember, Rimmer
talks about his love of organ greats

and Ed Bye, the director at that time,

asked if we could do one that was like

a really naff organ sound and I said

"naffiness, no problem, I can do

that".
-

RDM: You played that then?

HG: Yeah, but in fact it was on some
of this equipment here.

RDM: Not on a genuine Hammond
organ?

HG: I had a good Hammond copy at

the time. I seem to remember some
sampled Hammond.

RDM: What sort of equipment do you

use?

HG: Well, for those electro-music

buffs who might know about it, I have

all the Proteus machines, which are

all very good sampled sounds. I have

a number of other machines - a

Roland, a Yamaha, various sample

machines. I use a sequencer as the

main brain and I use a PPS 100

synchroniser which synchronises

video time code to sequences and I

can play along on tape and go
backwards and forwards over it and

slow it down and speed it up. This

reads time code off video tape and

what will happen with most of the

stuff I do - every job's a little

different - is I'll do a basic map of it

here then go to the studio and have

real musicians work with it. Because,

if I can work out the synchronisation,

the way it absolutely fits to the

picture, it's much quicker for me to do
it here, then we go and play along to

it. Rather than what you had to do in

the old days when the musicians in

the studio had to play it a lot of times

until it was fitting very well; it was very

time consuming and very expensive.

RDM : Do you use musicians in

episodes?

HG: No, it just depends on i

required, some cues you need it and
some you don't, some series need
more than others, so it's really pick

and mix. It also depends on how
much time you've got. If I have to turn

it around in 24 hours the amount of

parts I can write out, and get down . is

limited. If, however, they say tome in

advance, "we're going to do a song
like this in the show, can you prepare

for that?", we'll set that up and you

might have a session for a specific

number. There was a thing where
Kryten was watching Androids' and

we did a whole 'Neighbours' thing

and there was another one, either in

the same series or the same
programme, where they had a

special music cue they wanted.

RDM: Was that 'Tongue Tied?

HG: Yeah... I don't know if thai

the same session though, it might

have been another one, but again on

those sorts of things we'd need to

have a separate session and get

musicians just for that particular

song.
4LL u» |T|t]

u
RDM: Did you write Tongue Tied'?

:

HG: Rob and Doug did the lyrics and

I did the music, although in the end

I'm not sure it came out quite flow it

was intended.

RDM: It seems to have been rather

popular actually.

HG: It was a dead good lyric a

fun idea, but it was one of t

things that was such a production

number that when it was actually

recorded it took up so much time.

The original idea for it was that it was

slightly longer, but I think it was only

about a minute long In the prog-

ramme. So many people became in-

volved with it and it became such a

big thing and took much longer in the

studio than expected, it over-

dominated the episode, tn the end I

don't think it worked as well as it

might have done* but you can't vfyi

'am all
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UNDER THE HAMMER!
JANE KIWCK TAKES A FRONT SEAT AT THE FIRST EVER

AUCTION SAUi OF RFJJ DWARF PROPS AND COSTUMES

This wos trie first time any Red
Dwarf memorabilia had
been sold off by the BBC and
the auction nail was so
packed some people found it

difficult to get in. It was part

of an entertainment sale
organised by Bonhams the
Auctioneers

Doctor Who and
Blakes 7 fans squeezed in

with the Red Dwarf fans for

a glimpse of the science fiction

costumes and props bein|
sold off. Some determines
people had actually managed
to grab a seal, but for most,
the afternoon was spent sitting

on the floor or standing
around the edges of the halt.

It may hove been windy and
raining outside, but the glass
doors over the far side were
left wide open so everyone
inside could breath! Nicholas
Bonham who expertly conduct-
ed the auction apologised for

the lack of space as they had
obviously under-estimated the
number of people who would turn

up.

Although many of the Red
Dwarf costumes were some of

the less exciting articles from the

first two series of the show there

were a few gems among the col-

lection.

The Red Dwarf items
began modestly with three Red
Dwarf caps which raised ten
pounds more than Bonham's
expected price and set the bidding
programme for the following twen-
ty-seven lots. It's believed the caps
went to an American buyer.The
second item was the red cloak and
hat worn by the Cat Priest in the

3

episode. Waiting for God; 'and
what a costume lo wait for him in!'

uipped the auctioneer,
nfortunately, the robe looked a lit-

tle shabby, and the gold doughnut
and sausage trimming was flaking

and losing its colour. It raised just

£60.
The items that went for big-

ger money tended to be those
sweated in by the likes of Craig
Charles and Chris Borne Rimmer s

uniform fetched over £200 with
auctioneer Nicholas Bonham's eyes
darting across the hall calling out
the increasing prices in rap\a suc-

cession ana bringing his gavel
down smartly as soon as bidding

topped.
Bidding for Craig Charles's

khaki jacket went furiously

and it sold for £360 despite
its 'lived-in' look as only Lister

could live in it. This is obvi-

ously the definitive price for

Lister's lived-in jackets as the

oft-worn bomber jacket went
for the same money. Although
one shrewd fan bought the
spare jacket which was in bet-

ter condition for £110 cheap-
er.

Surprise money-spinner of

the day was Captain
Hollister's uniform. Two
fans were definitely keen
to get their hands on this

one and il eventually went
to a recognisable female
member of the fan club
who looked a little

hocked at havinq lo fork-

out £280.
Two of the cutest ilems were

the baby scutters which resulted
from the mole scutters on Red
Dwarf and their female counter-

Barts getting together in Parallel
niverse After the boy scutter

went for £110, the auctioneer won-
dered 'if the girl would be more
expensive they usually ore' to a
great deal of laughter in the hall.

And indeed he was fight, because
the girl scutter fetched £1 20.
The most bizarre costume to be
sold was the lop half of Cat's ideal

girlfriend! Miranda the Mermaid's
fish-half sold for £260 and will

surely be an unusual decoration for

someone's hallway and a conversa-
tion piece for years lo come. Other
notable items were the spacesuils,

but after a few years in the BBC
wardrobe, they no longer looked
spacewortny.

The object which cost more
than any of the others was the only
item being sold from the third series
- Kryten's spare head he was seen

Eacting into his suitcase in The
ast Day. This prop has survived

in very good condition and still

really looks like Kryten's face. It

had been very carefully modelled,



595 Three Khaki Red Dwarf caps

596 The Cat Priest's robe and hat

597 Rimmer's uniform shirts and trousers

plus two jackets

598 Two grey jackets with logo, shirts and trousers

599 Similar lol

600 Similar lot

601 Similar lol

602 Similar lot

603 Similar Jot

604 Similar lot withdrawn due to miscalculation

as to numbers available

605 Uniform shirts and trousers including those

for Petersen and Yvonne McGruder

606 Similar lot including Lister's

and Kochanski's uniforms

607 Captain Hollister's uniform

(jacket, shirt, trousers}

608 Todhunter's uniform

609 Uniform jacket, shirt, trousers

610 Rimmer's exam jumpsuit

61 1 Five orange overall plus one other

612 Eleven women's sleeveless uniform jumpsuits

613 Lister's khoki jacket with polaroid or

him wearing il on set found in (he pocket

614 Silver spacesuil

615 Baby boy scutter

616 Baby girl sculter

6 1 7 Mirando the mermaid costume

618 Lister's black bomber jacket

619 Lister's spore black bomber jacket

620 Original Kryten costume worn by David Ross

621 Silver space helmet

622 Cat's gold spacesuit

623 Kryten s spare head

£20-£60 £50
E50-E80 £60

£50-£80 £22
E40-E60 £85
E40-E60 £110
E40-E60 £90
E40-E60 £80
£40-£60 £90
E40-E60 £80

£80-£120 £280
E80-E120 £140
E50-E80 £110
E50-E80 £90
E30-E50 £40
E30-E50 £55

E80-E120 £360
(not quoted)

£30-£50
£220
£110

E30-E50 £120
E80-E120 £260
E80-E120 £360
£80-£120 £240
E80-E120 £340
£50-£80 £95
E80-E120 £230
E200-E300 £440

and by the looks of it, very

carefully stored. A man
wearing o The Cult T-shirt

most definitely hod his eye
on this object and looked
disgruntled when someone
hiding at the back proved to

have more spare cash than
he did. It cost £440 for the

privilege of owning a little bil

of Kryten to stare at you from
the manllepiece • enough to

give anyone the willies.

Most of the people in

the hall were obviously fans

new to auctions and there
were quite a few children
who had dragged their par-

ents olong. One notable Did-

der, however, was a gentle-

man in a suit standing near

the front who registered his

bids in a serious manner and
snapped up a couple of the

more expensive items. The
mysterious man seemed lo

disappear during the later

Blakes 7 and Doctor
Who lots

The Red Dwarf cos-

tumes raised a total of

£4550. The buyers weren't

quite in the league of some of

the Blakes /and Doctor
Who fans - one fan arrived

prepared to spend up lo

£5000 [he could have
bought all the Red Dwarf
stuff for that!) - and spent
£1400 on o jacket worn by
Avon in Blakes 7

Some people are
anticipating that in years to

come, Red Dwarf could be
making a lot more money as

its cull status grows and some
of the younger fans start

earning big enough salaries

to raise the Didding stakes.

A



KRYTEN

NAME: Kryten 2X4B 523R

KNOWN ALIASES: Novelty
condom-head. Also nicknamed
Captain Bog-Sot by Rimmer, who
considered that Kryten's most
important task was that of cleaning the

lavatory.

SPECIES: Series IIIMO00

mechanokJ.

OCCUPATION: You name it, he'll do
it Cooking, cleaning, washing, ironing

— he's a handy guy to have around!

ORIGINS: The Kryten series of

androids were manufactured by Diva-

Oroid International way back in the

year 2340 — indeed, 2X4B 523P is

one of the last of their kind, and Is

unlikely to have more than three years

of run-time left to him. He was
discovered by the 'Red Dwarf crew on
the 'Nova 5' {see below), and was
eventually introduced by Lister to the

concept of free will. Unfortunately, his

first self-made decision was to borrow

a space bike and find himseff a planet

to settle on — unfortunate, that is.

because the bike took him straight into

the path of an oncoming asteroid

instead. Luckily, help was on hand,

once again from Dave Lister, who
salvaged the mechanofd's remains
and put them back together as best he

could. The results weren't exactly

perfect, and Kryten's warranty was
naturally invalidated by Lister's

interference, but nevertheless, he was
happy to be able to take his place as

a fully functioning member of the 'Red

Dwarf crew

EDUCATION Programmed upon
assembly with a comprehensive
knowledge of just about anything you'd

care to mention.

SKILLS An inspired mechanical

genius, Kryten has pioneered many
advances in Red Dwarf's own science

lab.His achievements include a batch

of developing fluid which brought

photographs to life, a triplicates which

created 'high' and 'low' copies of

anything in its field of influence and a

device which could increase artificial

intelligence a thousandfold. Some-
thing at which he ffi rather less skilled

Is the operation of the shutttecraft

'Starbug' — somehow, his nerves

always seem to get the better of biml

— and he also encounters problems

when attempting to lie, cheat or insult

his superiors. With a great deal of help

from Lister, he has made great

headway in eliminating these flaws'.

HOBBIES Who needs hobbies? His

work is his hobby. However, he does
admll to enjoying the Groovy Channel

27 soap opera Androids'. He is also

rather partial to being asleep.

MUSICAL TASTES Not a great

music lover, Kryten has nevertheless

shown a passing interest In the

appreciation of rock and pop. We can

assume that the song 'Copacabana'

is a particular favourite, as his own
CPU chose this piece to "keep him
company' when It had to go tempor-

arily off-line. Well, It anything should

know...

ROLE MODELS: Kryten looks up to

anyone and anything; It's In his

programming. He does, however, have

a particular respect for Dave Lister,

whose Irreverent attitude he has tried

hard to cultivate In himself.

KNOWN ASSOCIATES: Jane Air.

Ann Gill and Tracey Johns, the

Mapping Officers whom he served on
his first post, the 'Nova 5'. Created onry

to obey, he was unable to accept their

eventual deaths, and contJnuBd to watt

on their skeletal remains until his

rescue by the crew of 'Red Dwarf.
— Camilla the female android with

which he shared an a* too brief

relationship Camilla, it turned out, was
actually a Pleasure GELF (Genetically

Engineered Life Form), which
appeared to each individual as the

object of his or her desires. However;

even when her true, far more repulsive,

form was revealed. Kryten's love for her

GROUP AFFILIATIONS: Nona

AMBITIONS: lb serve Humankind
well, and thus earn his reward in

Silicon Heaven. Unfortunately. Silicon

Heaven Is all one massive con, the

belief in which is programmed into

every mechanoid in order to prevent

any notions of rebellion.


